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REVIEW OF WORK DURING 1960; ANNUAL REPORT OF TI-E DIRECTOR-GENERAL:
Item 2¢2 of the Agenda (Official Records No 105) (continued)
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Alh/P&B /7 Revoll and il Vi 718) ( continued)

REPORT'ON ASSISTANCE TO TIE REPUBLIC OF CONGO (LEOPOLDVILLE):
Item 2,.6 of the Agenda (Official Records No, 106) Document Albi &B(11)(continued):

African (continued)

Dr NORMAN WILLIAMS (Nigeria) said that the most spectacular

achievement of WHO in 1960 had undoubtedly been the assistance it had

given to the Republic of the Ccngci (Leopoldville),;: The prompt and effective

action of WHO had prevented a co lete breakdown of the health services and

had succeeded in saving the lives of mart' Congolese nien,, women and children.

On behalf of the peoples of Africa, he thanked WHO, the Director -General

for his prompt action in respónse to the appeal of the Secretary -General

of the tinted Nations, the Ro.^ional Director and his staff for their

services, and the International-Committee of the Red Cross, the League of

Red Cross Societies and the other specialized agencies of the United

Nations `for their invaluable help, without which.peace could not have

been maintained.

In connexion with malaria eradication there had been spectacular

discoveries and it was the duty of all African countries to review and

revise their eradication programmes. The fact that the infant parasite

rate had been known to fall to zei°o .when insecticide cóverage
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was complete was a happy augury for the future. However, the fact that

coverage had to be complete and widespread threw a very heavy responsibility

on governments and was bound to strain resources in money and staff to the

very limit, It was fortunate that governments could look to WHO to provide

the former, but they would have themselves to plan for the training of

essential staff as speedily as possible. WHO could best assist in the

training of staff where training institutions existed locally. His

Government looked forward hopefully to the results which would be obtained

by the insecticides testing unit at present in Nigeria.

In the light of recent developments, his Government would like to have

WHO's advice on what policy should be adopted by countries where poliomyelitis

was endemic, Surveys in Nigeria had shown that by the age of five children

were immune to the three types of poliovirus. At present the Nigerian

Government'o policy was not to recol,imend vaccination of children by Salk

vaccine as a public health measure, although those who wished to vaccinate

their children with it were not discouraged from doing so. Expatriate

immigrants to Nigeria were strongly recommended to have two injections of

Salk vaccine before arrival in Nigeria and a third in Nigeria six months

after the second vaccination, Similarly, parents of Nigerian children

born abroad were advised to have their children vaccinated In view of

the development of the Sabin live attenuated oral vaccine and of the

remarkable results obtained by its use in Latvia, Estonia and other parts

of the Soviet Union, as well as the spectacular results obtained in Cinc tinati
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the previous slimmer, his Government would like advice from WHO as to whether

a review or revision of its present policy of polio vaccination in respect

of the indigenous population was advisable. The cost of vaccination would

have to be $aken into account.

Measles was a killing disease in West Africa, occuring in the West

African child at an earlier age than in the European child. That fact,

coupled with malnutrition, made the frequent complication of bronchial

pneumonia serious and often fatal. The mortality rate from the disease

was given as 40 per cent, His Government was, therefore, very interested

in the develo;`ment of a live measles vaccine. Trials were taking place

in Ibadan and Ilesha, the results of which it was hoped could be reported

in the near future,

In Nigeria, respiratory infections had relegated gastro -enteritis to

second place as the greatest killer of children, - a fact which might

perhaps be due to the improvement of water supplies and general standards

of sanitation Polio infections might, therefore, have to be taken more

seriously into account in the near future.

He reiterated his thanks to the Director-General for the prompt and

effective action ho had taken in the Con"o and t "_winked the Regional

Director and his staff for the continued personal interest they took in

the affairs of each of the countries in the Region and for the successful

way in which they had coped with the increasing problems of the newly

emerging countries. He assured the Regional Director that he could count

on the co- operation of the Nigerian Government at all times,
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Dr ROBERTSON (Ghana) said his delegation had noted with satisfaction that

the Regional Director had concentrated efforts on assisting national public

health administrations in the develcpment of basic health services covering all

aspects of health work in the Region. His task would be particularly onerous

in view of the fact that severe' States in the Region had become independent Ln

1960 and would, in consequence, need much assistance to strengthen their

national health administrations.

Africa was passing through a period of unprecedented growth of population,,

urban centres were expanding at such an accelerated pace that adequate basic

health services could not to provided. S l'. ms were developing in several areas

and se.nitary conditions were most unsati fatitory:, lush had been done to solve

the problem but moll more remained to be done through the concerted action of

different government dezartmente. T ,e most impnrt1er. , problems were related to

water supply programmes, sanitation and health aspects of housing. His delegation

welcomed the fact that education and training had teen given high priority and

that the fellowships programme had been expanded

:is Government believed that it wou'.ld be wise to consider having more area

representatives in the Region, since much technical ass =s tence would be required

is controlling the vector b,rne diseases that flour ished in the tropical belt.

4 new sense of duty and nations?_ responsibility had been awakened in Ghana

in 1960 with the birth cf the Rep -gib? le, Attention had been given to raising the

standard :.f living of the population; development projects taad been undertaken,

industries established, large sums of money spent on the construction of new
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roads, hospitals, health centres, water supplies, schools and other amenities

which were essential requirements for a richer and fuller life. Plans had been

prepared for establishing an institute of tropical medicine and endemic diseases.

In addition, arrangements fdr setting up a medical centre and a teaching hospital

with the help of the Government of United States of America were far advanced.

To enable those institutions to play their proper role in the country, the

Government had taken adequate steps to accelerate educational advancement in the

country so that within the shortest possible time, illiteracy and ignorance and

all other social set -backs could be eradicated. A large number of students had

gone overseas, some privately, and others on government scholarships, to obtain

scientific and technological education. Those trained scientists and technicians

would return to Ghana to augment the countryes manpower%

He had told the Committee that was being done in his country to illustrate

the fact that, despite its limited financial resources, Ghana was ma{cing a large

contribution towards improving and protecting the health of its population. His

Government believed that was a worthwhile contribution towards the cost of

international assistance, since the continued existence of a disequilibrium

between the economically under -developed and economically developed countries in

respect of health and health protection was a danger not only to the people of a

single country but to mankind in general. That was one of the reasons why

international assistance was much needed in the economically less developed

States. The assistance given by WHO had enabled Ghana to make appreciable progress

in improving the physical and social environment, whi. h was part of Ghanats

over -all programme for econo is and social development%
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His delegation was happy to learn of the tremendous amount of research that

had been carried out on the communicable diseases and diseases of malnutrition.

It had appreciated the fellowships granted by WHO to Ghanaian citizens to study

in various fie'.ds of publio health and nursing, The Goverrun nt of Ghana ease

appreciated the invaluable assistance given by UNICEF, and FAO and the other

specialized agencies of the United Nations and also by Member States.

The Ghana delegation had noted with satisfaction the assistance that WHO

had given to the Republic of the Congo (Leopoldville) and wished to congratulate

the Director -General for his untiring efforts. The chief need of the Congo was

for technical manpower. Both short -term and long ;term provisions would have to

be made to meet the health needs of that country. WHOrs undertaking to further

the-training of Congolese students in overseas medical schools was praiseworthy,

and the action of the Governments and people of France and Swit.ze

students into -their medical institutions was greatly appreciated-. The needs of

the Congo were unique 1n the sense that the background to WHO assistance there

was quite different from that of the normal assistance it gave to Member States.

The Congo inherited a negative legacy from the former administration and, as a

result, international assistance should not be limited to assistance by WHO The

other specialized agencies of the United Nations should be requested by the

Director- General to continue to provide assistance.

He asked how many meetings had been convened in 1960 and how many it was

proposed to convene in 1961 for the purpose of exchanging information.
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In conclusion, he extended the greetings of the Ghana delegation to all the

Member States and Associate Members from Africa who were taking their seats in the

Health Assembly for the first time. His delegation looked forward to working

harmoniously with them in the Organization as well as to co- operatng with them

in carrying out inter -regional programmes for the control of communicable

diseases,

Dr ANDRIAMASY (Madagascar) had been most interested in the Regional Director's

report and wished5 on behalf of his Government, to congratulate the latter for his

dynamism and competence, He joined other speakers in thanking both the Director -

General and the Regional Director for what they had done in the African Region.

He strongly supported that the Director -General had said about the increasingly

important role of local health staff who spoke the national language and,,

preferably, who came from the areas in which they were to serve. His Government

was concentrating its efforts to a large extent on the basic problem of training

such staff, That was being done in a demonstration area, in co- operation with

a public health team put at the Government's disposal by WHO and with help from

UNICEF, The scheme was the responsibility of the Division of Preventive Medicine

recently created in the Ministry of Health. The first course in health education

had been inaugurated by the Minister of Health the previous month.

Dr KIVITS (Belgium) said he spoke both as a representative of the State which

had been responsible for the administration of the Congo up to 50 June 1960 and as

a representative of the Member State of WHO most interested in the health situation

in the Congo, to which it remained linked by long and firm ties of friendships
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His Government had particular reason to thank the Director -General and

the Regional Director for the speed with which they had answered the invitation

of the Security Council and placed WHOis services at the disposal of the Congo

Governmunt to help it maintain,as far as possible, the excellent existing

medical services, which had been disrupted by events well known to all.

It further wished to express its thanks to the International Committee of the

Red Cross, the league of Red Cross Societies, and to those governments which

had sent medical teams to the Congo, and which had collaborated with the

national medical staff and the two hundred Belgian government or private

doctors who had stayed in the Congo to try and help the Congolese Government

start up the medical services again. It also wished to express appreciation

to those countries, such as France and Switzerland, which had accepted

kad iaicaux and Congolese students in their training institutions

either to take up or complete their studies.

His delegation had been distressed by certain statements made in the

plenary meetings by some other delegations with regard to the medical services

and installations set up by Belgium in the Congo. The remarkable statement

made by the Director- General that morning had gone a long way to answering the

allegations about the situation existing in the Congo at the time independence

was granted. If further clarification was required, it was only necessary to

refer to the report on the subject prepared by a WHO official who had gone to

the Congo to find out what the situation was. If all those wishing to talk

sincerely about the Congo read that document, no more would be heard about

the Congo having had to start from scratch.
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,. His delegation was fully aware of th.» material and psychological

difficulties-that-complicated WHO =s task in the Congo and wished sincerely

to co- operate with WHO and the Congolese Government in re- establishing the

medical services which the Congo had enjoyed thanks to the team -work between

Belgian and Congolese staff.

There was one point regarding the reorganization of the Congolese medical

Services he wished to stress in particulars it was urgent that the preventive,

medical services should start up again soon. The report to which he had

referred 'earlier spoke of the effectiveness of those services, which unfortunates

h ''almost ceased functioning at present. WHOts main preoccupation should be to

see that those services were restarted as soon as political order was established.

Unless that were ''done, the present fairly satisfactory situation would

deteriorate' rapidly. Already news of the increase of tuberculosis and sleeping-

sickness in certain areas was disquieting. Sleeping -sickness had formerly been

killing disease that decimated the population and its incidence had been

brought to a minimum as a result of regular case-finding, systematic treatment

of the sick and pentamidine prophylaxis in the worst r.ffected areas. The

results achieved could only be maintained if small residual pockets were kept

under careful surveillance. Unless the preventive services were started up

again soon, there would.be -a danger of epidemics and of the resurgence of

endemic diseases. The Congo possessed an excellent infrastructure of hospitals,

dispensaries, maternity units, -laboratories and sanitation services, which

liiad'not been destroyed. The..nationalstaff had long experience of prophylaxis

and environmental sanitation; at the moment there was a problem of trained

staff but that, he was convinced, would be solved in a few years.
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Dr BUTROV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) wished to express the

sympathy of his delegation with the Congolese people in their terrible plight.

Mr Krushchev, in a telegram to the Vice- Premier of the Congo on 2L December 1960,

had indicated that the Soviet Union fully shared the concern of the Congo about

the situation created in the country following the terrorist activities of the

colonizers and their puppets which had led to the arrest of Mr Lumumba and his

collaborators and had now culminated in their destruction. The people of the

Soviet Union considered the assassination of Mr Lumumba and his colleagues to

be an international crime carried out in the sight of the whole world. That

crime violated all laws and international decencies; it was incompatible with

the decisions and with the Charter of the United Nations.

The statement just made by the Belgian delegate seemed cynical. The coloni-

zers were responsible for the plight of the Congolese people as far as health

and medicine were concerned; it wa;s they who had done nothing to improve the

situation of the country, only being interested in exploiting its riches. In

the Congo there were few hospitals and absolutely no medical cadres; that was

its heritage. Instead of helping the Congolese people as much as possible to

develop their health services after independence, the country responsible for

their plight had sabotaged those services by recalling the small number of staff

who were there.
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The Soviet delegation had carefully studied the report on assistance to

the Congo and believed that, thanks to the emergency measures taken by WHO and

the assistance given by some governments and international organizations,

particularly the Red Cross, the minimum of medical services now existed. It

was not, however, sufficient; little had been done to overcome the crisis in

the field of health. WHO should give increased attention to that question and

call on all countries to contribute to the Special Fund for Assistance to the

Congo.

The Government of the USSR was prepared, through WHO, to send ten doctors

and ten to fifteen auxiliaries to the Congo for six to eight months, or if

necessary longer, at its own expense; to send to the Congo, at no expense to

WHO, 50 000 dollars t worth of materials and equipment required for those doctors;

to accept in medical training 'establishments in the Soviet Union ten Congolese

citizens for several years accelerated training; and to accept up to twenty

Congolese students in Soviet colleges, to help build up the medical cadres in

the Congo - this as a voluntary contribution to the Special Fund for Assistance

to the Congo.

Dr DOUBEK (Czechoslovakia} said t1at_his Government had followed with interest

the activities of assistance to the Congo and was itself actively participating._

in that assistance. As it always had done, Czechoslovakia supported all efforts

and all proposals for assisting African countries on a basis of equality,

independent of any political consideration.
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The Director- General had shown that there was a serious situation in

the Congo with regard to public health and that that had been caused by

exploitation over long years by a colonizing power that limited its concern

to the well -being of the European population of the Congo. The health work

in the Congo and the well -equipped hospitals only served the colonizers, and

that was one reason why the gaps in the medical services were enormous

Furthermore, Belgium, during its long domination,. had not trained Congolese

medical cadres. At present, the colonizers were attempting to interfere with

force in the internal affairs of the Congo and were using the armed forces of

the United Nations to regain a grip on the Congo in a new way. That was an

unprecedented political manoeuvre

The WHO Regional Office had not foreseen such difficulties, especially as

its staff was composed mainly of persons from colonizing countries and it lacked

staff from the African countries. The Czechoslovak delegation believed that it

was indispensable to give maximum assistance to the unfortunate people of the

Congo. Czechoslovakia had participated in that aid, having a_'_ready given the

Congo material assistance in an am int of two million Czech crowns. Its assist-

ance had included three doctors, medicine and equipment. WHO had been informed

of its proposal to send another three doctors and orthopaedic and surgical

material. Czechoslovakia could supply still more doctors. The legitimate

government of the Congo had received an offer of fifty fellowships for medical
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training in Czechoslovakia and fifty for training auxiliary medical staff.

If assistance to the Congo was to be really effective, it was indispensable

to collaborate systematic2:lly with the central Congolese Governments only then

could one be certain that the assistance given was not used against the interests

of the Congolese people.

Dr ESCALONA REGUERA (Cuba) congratulated all those who had assisted the

Congo when help was most needed - when it was fighting for its independence.

He asked whether the assistance given through WHO was given to the whole

country. In other words, whethar assistance had been equally distributed to

the Province of Kivu, whose Government Cuba recognized as being the only legal

government, and to the Provinces of Leopoldville and Katanga, whose governments

Cuba considered to be under the influence of the colonial powers and as being

responsible for the assassination of Mr Lumumba. All the provinces had the same

problems and the same need for assistance. The situation in the Congo was a

supreme example of what colonialism could mean in public health and other sphere s&

Dr ABAYONI -COTE (Sierra Leone) thanked the Regional Director for his

illuminating report and for the valuable work he had done in the. African Region,

whose problems were very complex.
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Dr BIYOGHE (Gabon) thanked the Director- General for WHOls speedy and

effective action in the Congo. He hoped that action would be continued and

supported. He also thanked the Regional Director for the interest he had

always shown in Gabon. That country had always an excellent relationship

with the administrators and experts which the Regional Office sent to it.

He expressed satisfaction that several of the projects proposed by his

Government had been retained and were included in the proposed programme for

1962. His Government regretted that other projects had not been included, but

hoped that they had only been postponed and would be included the following year.

Gabon was a country in process of development, It was half the size of

France, but had only 500 000 inhabitants. As a result of the sparse population,

the incidAnce of endemo -epidemic diseases was particularly significant. A

country could not develop economically and socially without a large and healthy

population, and Gabon devoted 16.5 per cent. of its national budget to improving

the health of its population. It also received substantial aid from France,

and technical and material assistance, especially in the fight against leprosy

and yaws, from WHO and UNICEF. What was of particular importance was maternal

and child health. Programmes in that field could not be implemented unless

staff were trained who could develop the services already existing in urban and

rural areas. His Government believed that assistance from WHO would increase

in future y_3ars in vi )w of the largo _number of health problems facing his eQuntry_

He hoped that, thanks to the effort that was being made to improve health,

Gabon would soon be able to reach a satisfactory degree of economic and social

development.
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Dr ARNAODDOV (Bulgaria) said that his cl3lega-ti.on had alr .zdy given its

views about assisting countries which had newly gained their independence

from colorial.isr_,a Because of colonialism the Congo had been unable to train

its own medical staff prior to gaining its independence, and had-been left

almost without doctors and medical staff,, The Congo now needed doctors,

other categories of medical personnei9 and equipment that to a certain extent

at least would satiefy its enormous re quirements a The most important thing

was to help the Congo to train its cwn medical staff so that it could finally

build up its public health se:cvi ^es independently of other counties,

His Government was ready to give assistance to the p pt+le ion of the

Congos it could offer fellowships to a certain_ number of studerits and could

also send a medical team to the ( c go for a gL,van period* All that could be

done through ï;`HO9 the Red .Cross or even bilateral agreement, His Government

was prepared to give ,such assistance on condition that its staff ran no

risks. Alter seeing what had favpenocl to tine ',usai are Red Cross teams it

had the impression that, 4 in certain a aree5 of the Col o., the elementary

conditions necessary for the work to be carried out did not exist.

He supported those w_:to had expreosed ir;iign tío a- the as:r sinstion

of Mr Lurunba,

Dr SuKBIn (Upper Volta) exá?erse: his deep appreciation to the Director,
. .

General, the ñ.egional :3irecto'r and Al. his colleagues who devoted themselvc s

to the African Region, He also than 'red UNIO F for the help it had given

his country in combating lepres - in ..:^alementíng its maternal and child

health programme, and in run-sing tha pilot ralaria centre in Bobo Dioulasso,,
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He would be failing in his duty if he did not also thank all those who had been

concerned in bringing speedy assistance to the Congo in its catastrophic

situation after attaining independence.

He assured the Organization of his country's wholehearted collaboration

in its hurrani.tarian work,

Dr JUCHNIEt1ICZ (Poland) expressed appreciation for the assistance given

by WHO to the Republic of the Congo, and looped that it would be continued in

the future. In. response to.the appeal of the - International, Committee of the

Red Cross and the League of Red Cross Societies, ,Poland had sent three

medical teams, which were continuing work in the Congo. In addition, at the

suggestion of the DirectorGeneral, it had offered sixteen highly qualified

Physicians, fifteen of wham were ready to proceed to the Congo,. On 17

Febrdary, follo.ing the assassination of Mr Lumumba, the Government -of Poland

had recognized the Government headed by Mr Gizenga as the legal Government of

the Republic of the Congo His delegation considered that assistance should

be given to that Government, The Polish delegation. had expressed
.
its opinions

on the subject during the plenary-meeting of 9 February, and now supported the

view of the delegation of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.

Dr SOEPI K0 (Indonesia) said that it was important that, WHO, as a: non.

political organization, should assist all the peoples of the Congo, whatever

their political views.

Dr SAUGR ^LIN (Central African Republic) thanked the Director.General for

the prominence given to Africa in his Report, and the Regional Director for

his work for the improvement of health in Africa.
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For several years the Central African Republics with the assistance of

France, had been carrying out a public health programme, limited to the most

urgent problems. Regarding prophylaxis, several endemo- epidemic diseases had

been controlled anethe population had increased by 20 per cent. during the

past ten years. Mobile teams served all the villages, and about 90 per cent.

of the population was examined annually. Those who were infected were

treated on the spot by teams which made weekly visits, and vaccinations were

given. As a result, smallpox and yellow fever no longer appeared in the

statistical data. Sleeping -sickness had become sporadic: there had been some

18 000 cases in the small district of Nola between 1920 and 1946,, but only

twenty -two cases throughout the whole country during 1959. UNICEF was assisting

campaigns against leprosy (which was now decreasing, affecting 5.5 per cent,

of the population) and the treponematoses. Satisfactory results had been

achieved in malaria control, but eradication .was aimed at and a WHO pre-

eradication survey team had started work. Bilharziasis was an important

problem, and a consultant was to visit the country in 1961. A tuberculosis

survey team was expected in 1962. Guidance had been sought on questions of

nutrition, sanitation, maternal and child health and health statistics.

Nothing concrete could be achieved without health education of the

public and qualified personnel. The Central African Republic was confident

that WHO and the Regional Office would continue their valuable assistance in

that connexion.
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Dr KPOTSRA (Togo) thanked the Regional Director for his work. Referring

to tuberculosis) he said that the Technical Discussions at the present Health

Assembly had stressed the urgent need for the sound organization of an

antituberculosis campaign. In Togo, as in most newly independent African

countries, nothing had been done to organize such a. campaign. At the session

of the Regional Committee for Africa in Nairobi, many States, including his

own, had expressed the hope that a tuberculosis survey team would visit their

countries. Hitherto, however, no such team had arrived, and it had thus been

necessary to postpone the intended tuberculosis campaigns. He thanked the

Regional Director for his comments on that subject.

Regarding smallpox eradication, during the session of the Regional

Committee for Africa the previous year in Accra the Togolese delegation had

stressed the need for co.ordinating the work of the various States in the

campaign0 against smallpox and other diseases. That suggestion had not been

very warMly accepted, but he was pleased to note that at the present Assembly

the same idea had been taken up and developed by several delegations, some

of them from Africa, The Togolese delegation, convinced that smallpox

eradication could succeed only if the work of the various states was

co-ordinated, wondered whether WHO might encourage such inter.State action,
- -

. -

particularly in Africa.

His delegation was convinced that in the so-.called under6daveloped

countries the solution of a large number of public health problems, especially

the eradication of most infectious diseases, could be achieved only with a

good combined programme of environmental sanitation and health education of

the public,
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In conclusion, he thanked the Director -General and his 'staff, the Regional

Director and ail those international organizations which had brought assistance

to the Congo.

Dr DOLO (Mali), in the name of the Government and the people of Mali,

thanked the Regional Director for his assistance to that newly independent

country-. He was pleased to note the work done in the training of personnel

and the rapid extension of WHO activities in Africa. It was true

international co- operation . as evidenced by-the supplementary credits for

assistance to African countries in 1961 voted by the Thirteenth World Health

Assembly, when Mali had joined WHO, and by the aid received under the

Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance. The unbiased and efficient action

of WHO in the Congo was also highly commendable. It was encouraging to see WHO

working to save life whilst others acted to the contrary.

Yellow fever seemed to have disappeared from West Africa. The Institut

Pasteur in Dakar, which had supplied more than 120 000 000 doses of vaccine

to the population of that part of Africa, considered that more than 80 per

cent, of the people were immune and that the national public health services

could discontinue systematic vaccination. He would like to have the opinion

of WHO experts on that subject.

In conclusion, he spoke of the reference on pages 100 and 122 of

Official Records No.104 to a number of fellowships for various members of the

French Community. None of the members of that Community were named, and he

wondered who was going to receive the fellowships. Moreover, the French

Community was not an internationally recognized entity. Presumably that

heading would not be used in the future,
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Dr DJUKIiNOVIC (Yugoslavia) said that, as already stated in the plenary

meeting, priority should be given to the needs of the African countries,

Regarding assistance to the Congo, from the very beginning of the United

Nations action in response to the request of the legal Government of the late

Prime Minister, Mr Patrice Lumumba, in the face of the difficulties immediately

following attainment of independence, the Yugoslav Government had persistently

endeavoured to make that action as effective as possible. It had responded

to the resolution of the Security Council and the appeal of the International

Committee of the Red Cross and the League of Red Cross Societies by sending

physicians to the Congo. The needs of the Congo were both urgent and great,

and the Yugoslav delegation supported continued aid to that country. The

action should be financed mainly from the United Nations fund for assistance

to the Congo. Help must be extended to the whole country without any

discrimination: that was all the more important since the recent tragic

events in the Congo had introduced new elements. The Yugoslav Government

recognized the Government headed by Mr Gizena, in Stanleyville, as the only

legal Government of the Republic of the Congo.

Dr DOIVES (Australia) commended the action of the Director -General and

:GR) regarding assistance to the Congo. The Australian Government had made

substantial contributions to the United Nations fund for civilian assistance to

the Congo, as well as paying its assessed share for United Nations operations

in the Congo. It had also contributed towards the cost of two Australian Red

Cross teams there.

Dr MAHOU:LTA (Congo, Brazzaville) congratulated the Regional Director

for Africa on his excellent statement.
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Public health -services had been fighting for years against the various

diseases in his country. Regarding leprosy, a campaign had been started in

1954. At the end of 1960 there had been 15 780 cases registered (a prevalence

of 1 per cent.) 2900 arrested cases and 2700 under observation but not

receiving treatment. The campaign had been planned to reach the integration

phase in 1962, but UNICEF was now studying the possibility of allocating

new funds for 1962 and the following years.

A campaign against the treponematoses had been running for some years

on the basis of selective mass treatment by the local services Prev,ance

had been reduced to 0.8 per cent. The yaws project had begun in 1960, when

clinical and serological surveys were made throughout the country. Selective

mass treatment had followed, and from the beginning of 1961 mass treatment of

children was being given over the whole country, while in two areas the mass

treatment was total. During 1962 there would be control operations and

selective mass treatment, so that the integration phase could begin in 1963*

Among the projects being planned were those against bilharziasis

(surveys in 1959 and 1960 indicated an 80 per cent. prevalance of vesicular

bilharziasis among school -age children in the region of Niaru), and malaria

(a team of consultants from the Regional Office was already in the Congo to

make a survey for a malaria pre-eradication pilot project),
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During the session of the Regional Committee for Africa in Accra the

Congolese representatives had referred to certain projects, not appearing in

the budget, which might possibly be financed by supplementary credits or from

the Expanded ?rogramme of Technical Assistance. They included various fellowships,

advisory teams for tuberculosis and environmental sanitation, and short-term

consultants on vital and health statis-ics and maternal and child health.

In conclusion, he thanked WHO and UNICEF for their material and technical

assistance. He hoped that the Regional Office would receive sympathetically

the above mentioned requests for fellowships and consultants.

Dr KNITS (Belgium) thanked the Chairman for his objectivity in maintaining

the discussion within its prescribed limits. He would refrain from all remarks

 beyond the .competence of WH0. The facts before the Committee were more conclusive

than any other statement couid.be. There was the cruel plight of a people to

whom his fellow countrymen were sincerely attached, and the fine, generous gesture,

of assistance - such as the remarkable work done by the Director- General and his

collaborators (in particular, the Regional Director), by the International

Committee of the Red Cross and the national Red Cross societies, and by the

various countries. He expressed his deep gratitude to all those who had provided

disinterested aid to the young Republic.

Dr CAMBOURNAC, Regional Director for Africa, thanked the delegates for their

remarks, which he would transmit to the staff at the Regional Office.
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Regarding the points raised by the delegate of Nigeria, he stressed the

importance of co- ordinating work on the malaria campaign and on training of staff,

The policy of WHO concerning poliomyelitis was outlined in the report of the

expert committee which had met in 1960. He was interested to hear of the work

being done in Nigeria on a vaccine against measles, and referred to the report

of the expert committee on that subject. He expressed appreciation of the work

being done in Nigeria on smallpox vaccine, and of the training course organized

for the instruction of personnel on the preparation of freeze -dried vaccine,

attended by participants from the African and Eastern Mediterranean Regions.

Referring to the remarks made by the delegate of Ghana, he said that the

Director-General was already considering the possibility of having two more area

representatives for West Africa. He was pleased to note the great progress being

made in Ghana in raising the standard of living and developing the health services,.

The work being done in Madagascar on the training of personnel was greatly

appreciated, and the Regional Office was happy to have been of assistance in that

respect.

In reply to the delegate of Togo, he said that the Organization had under

consideration the need of countries to launch tuberculosis campaigns as soon as

possible, without waiting for survey teams to arrive. The delay in sending such

teams had been due to the great demand. The remarks made in the regional

committee meeting regarding environmental sanitation and health education had

been most helpful,
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In reply to the delegate of Mali regarding the discontinuation of yellow

fever vaccination, advice on that subject could Only be given after a study of

the situation in the particular areas concerned. Regarding his reference to

the fellowships shown under °French Connunity° 'in Official Records No. 104, he

explained that at the time the Regional Committee had considered the programme

and budget for 1962 and the revision for 1961 many countries in Africa had not

been fully independent and some belonged to the Community. The document had been

printed before they attained independence.

He thanked all countries for their help in developing the activities of the

Regional Office in the African Region.

The DIRECTOR -GENERAL thanked delegates for their appreciation of WHO action.

Replying to the points raised by the delegates of Cuba, Indonesia and

Yugoslavia, he said that, since the beginning of operations in July 1960, WHO

had had staff in a31 Provinces of the Congo except Katanga. Since the beginning

of December, WHO Staff had been working in southern Kasai trying to combat the

kwashiorkor epidemic. Red Cross teams had been spread all over the country

except in Katanga

In reply to the query of the delegate of Bulgaria regarding safety of

personnel, he said that, up to 9 February, neither WHO staff nor Red Cross

personnel had encountered any serious difficulty in carrying out their work.

The delegate of Czechoslovakia had referred to the staff of the Regional

Office. The Director -General considered that regional office staff had been

acting as international staff and kept the international standards of the
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Organization. He assured the delegate of Czechoslovakia that he was anxious to

have as many Africans as possible on the staff of the Regional Office. It had

been difficult for WHO to convince the governments of countries where technical

personnel was limited that they should free staff to work for WHO.

Referring to the subject of contributions to the Voluntary Fund, for

assistance to the Congo, he said that France had assisted with mobile teams.

It was honed eventually to have eight or ten teams to continue the training of

local personnel in preventive measures. He expected soon to be able to report

a contribution from Switzerland of fellowships to be taken up at the University

of Geneva. He interpreted the offers of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

and Bulgaria as being contributions to the Voluntary Fund,

He was in full agreement with the delegate of Yugoslavia that the expense

should as far as possible be borne by the United Nations special fund for the

Congo; his report showed that he had tried to include as much as possible in

that fund. During the six months of work together with the United Nations in

the Congo, the United Nations had helped the Organization and accepted its

suggestions. The Director -General felt that the maintenance and development of

training institutions should be regarded as urgent and of a very high priority,

The SECRETARY read the following draft resolution:

The World Health Assembly,

Having considered the reports of the Director-General on assistance
to the Republic of the Congo (Leopoldville) as well as the resolutions of
the Executive Board on the subject,
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1. NOTES the reports;

2. CONCURS with the conclusions of the Executive Board;

3. ADDS its appreciation to that expressed by the Board to the
International Committee of the Red Cross, the League of Red Cross Societies
and the governments tíï .ich have helped in the emergency health programme;

I. REQUESTS the Director- General to call the attention of the United
Nations to the fact that the World Health Organization considers that the
maintenance and development of training institutions in the field of health
is of the utmost importance to the development of the health services of
the country on a permanent basis, and that this assistance should be given
a very high priority in the emergency programme;

5. REQUESTS the Director- General to continue to keep the World Health
Assembly and the Executive Board informed of developments,

Decision: The resolution was approved unanimously.

2. REVIEW'OF WORK DURING 1960: ANNUAL REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR-GENERAL:
Item 2.2 of the Agenda (Official Records No. 105) (continued)

FEVIEW A ND APPROVAL OF THE PROGRAMME AND BUDGET ESTIMATES FOR 1962:
Item 2.3 of the Agenda (Official Records Nos. 104 and 107; Documents
A14/ E /7 Rev.1 and 41WP&B (18) (continued)

Region of the Americas

The CHAIRMAX ate the Regional Director for the Americas to introduce

the subject,.

Dr HORWITZ, Regional Director for the Americas, supplementing the

background information given in the Annual Report, mentioned two important
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events occuring in the Region in 1960 which would increase the opportunities

for health promotion. The first had been the establishment of the Inter -

American Development Bank, from whose fund for special operations certain

social and economic programmes would be financed. The first project approved

had been the environmental sanitation programme for Arequipa, Peru.,,

The second important event was the establishment of a Special Fund for

Social. Development of 500 million dollars to finance fundamental education,

the betterment of the use and tenure of land, housing and health. Agreement

thereon had been reached by the great majority of the members of the

Organization of American States at Boo in September 1960, following the

proposal of the United States Government. Be emphasized the fundamental

policy of the Act of Bogotá - the basic document resulting from the meetings -

which was that social programmes should develop at the same time as economic

growth and not as a belated consequence of it. The Regional. Office had taken

an active part in the incorporation and drafting of the health chapter,

which contained all the basic activities within the general programme of work

of the Organization. This new opportunity for governments involved the

responsibility for the formulation of sound projects to be financed within

the above- mentioned fund.

Speaking on some of the highlights of the work of the Organization in

the Region, Dr Horwitz pointed out the importance given by the Regional.
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Committee, at its XII session in Havana in August 1960, to the incorporation

of health programmes in the over-all plans for economic development. Three

resolutions dealing directly with the matter had been approved. The

Technical Discussions for the 1961 session would deal with "Methods of

evaluation of the contribution of health programmes to economic development ".

In the discussions on malaria, nutrition, the community water supply

programme and other relevant subjects, the same policy had been expressed,

which meant a reaffirmation of the general trend of the activities of the

Regional Office.

An agreement had been entered into between the Pan American Health

Organization and the National Institute of.Health of the United States

Public Health Service to extend medical research in the Americas, in which

task PAHO and WHO would act as one scientific entity. The first project,

for which 100 000 dollars had been allocated, was a study of the economic

implications of the malaria eradication campaign, to be carried out by

the Department of Public Health Economics of the School of Public Health,

University of Michigan, and the Organization. He expected that new projects

within the general programme of medical research of the Organization would

be developed in the Region.

The need to initiate or expand certain basic health activities in the

Americas had resulted in the appointment during 1960 of regional consultants

in medical care, virus diseases, tuberculosis, nutrition, radiation health
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and mental health. With regard to the latter, he mentioned the seminar on .

the control of alcoholism held in November last-year in Vila del Mar, Chile,

and attended by psychiatrists and public health administrators from most of

the countries of Latin America. The problem had been analyzed- from an

epidemiological point of view and measures of control had been spelt out,

particularly their integration into the local health activities.

The publication Health in the Americas presented in charts and dates the

basic health problems in the Region. In spite of the incompleteness of the

data - therefore, calling for improvement in vital and health: statistics -

the report gave a good panorama of the prevalent conditions, in order to

facilitate the formulation of long, -range planning. A special chapter had

been devoted to health manpower, stressing once again tIe urgent need for.

more and better education and training.

The ' national health evaluation programme of Paraguay in- L4.s- opinion,,

an--important event  in the activities of the ; Region in 1960... It had been dose- O
by Dr ,Macchiavel l o,, Chief of the Office of Programme._ Evaluation at WHO

headquarters, and lasted four months. It covered all, departments and over

90 per cent. of the total area of the .country, including all technico-

administrative levels. The evaluation had revealed the great health advances

accomplished by Paraguay in the last ten years, showing that the five-year

health plan was progressing according to schedule,; as well as the shortcomings
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in several programmes, hence, the improvements to be made. The report, which

was to be presented shortly to the Government, also emphasized the fundamental

role played in this development by a substantial number of fully trained public health

officers through fellowships provided by PAHO, WHO and ICA. It was hoped that

further evaluations of the same nature would be made in other countries upon

the request of the governments.

The Regional Office had attached great importance to the provision of

water, particularly in urban communities, following the principles and

objectives contained in resolution WHAl2,L8. During 1960 consultant services

had been provided to eight countries and three territories in technical

matters; to six countries in financial procedures; and to Colombia and Cuba,

continuous services in the planning of the water programme for several

communities. Two training courses in financing and management had been held

during the year, one at the Robert Taft Institute of Engineering in Cincinnati,

for thirty -three PAHO and ICA consultants in order to review basic policies;

the second in Mexico for engineers of Central America, Panama, Mexico and the

Caribbean area. Also in 1960 were the seminar on water rates in Montevideo

for sixty engineers of the Americas, holders of key positions, and the seminar

on stream pollution in Brazil, held simultaneously with the First Brazilian

Congress on Sanitary Engineering and the Fifth Conference of Professors of

Sanitary Engineering. The latter had been attended by the Director -General,

who had taken an active part in it. Fellowships for courses on water rates
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and utilization of underground water, organized by the University of Minnesota,

were awarded to professionals coming from nine countries and territories of the

Caribbean area. Furthermore, travel grants had been given to key officials from

three countries to visit installations and organizations.

If new contributions to the Special Fund for the Community Water Supply

Programme would come,, it was expected to provide consultant services in 1961

to ten countries and several territories in the Caribbean area,, as well as

fellowships for professional personnel. If the same trend continued in 1962,

the Organization would be collaborating with sixteen countries on the several

different aspects of the problem.

Another significant event was the recognition by the Regional Conmittee

of the importance of protein -vegetable mixtures of the type of Incaparina.

It had been stated that these mixtures were not a supplement to animal proteins

but a complement to the basic diet. Their high nutritive value, similar to

milk,, and their low cost were their major asset. The Member governments of

the Region had agreed to the industrial production of Incaparina where the

basic material - cotton -seed flour - existed, or to look for new sources of

vegetable protein in order to prepare a similar type of food. The Regional

Office, through INCAP, was prepared to render advisory services.

The further activities in the Americas during 1960, described in

Official Records No. 105, were on the lines of the Organizationss general
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programme. In sixteen countries assistance was given by fifty -four

consultants on the planning and development of national and local health

services. To this number should be added the advisers at zone level. As

part of the c*v.a1.l programme of strengthening national health administrations,

important reorganizations had been made during the year in Colombia, Bolivia

and Guatemala. Emphasis was given in the demonstration health centres to

maternal and child health, sanitation, communicable disease control and

medical care, in an effort to integrate these activities within the programme.

A total of over 700 non -professional personnel had been trained in the

programmes of the different countries.

Health statistics had received particular attention through the training

programmes of the School of Public Health in Chile and the Latin American

Centre for the Classification of Diseases, and by means of the daily

activities of the statistical consultan(1.1 to four out of the six zones.

In the field of education, 516 fellowships had been awarded and over

150 fellowships from other regions placed and supervision given in their

studies. Assistance had also been extended to all the schools of public

health in the Region. The Government of Venezuela, with the collaboration

of the Organization, had held the first national seminar on medical education.

There was a significant increasa in the number Of requests for assistance in medical

eduçation. Consultants had been provi&sd for Ecuador and Nicaragua. on the improvement
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of the curricula of the medical schools. Continuous assistance had been

given to thirteen projects for nursing schools. Further progress had been

made in the regional survey of nursing education, with information received

from fifty -seven schools in seventeen countries.

A seminar had been held in Costa Rica on methods of administration and

management of public health services, attended by the directors of health

and chiefs of administrative services of Central America and Panama. The

discussions had emphasized the importance of sound administrative practices

for the proper fulfilment of the objectives of health programmes.

'With regard to communicable diseases, continuous progress had been made

in smal.lpax eradication, although two outbreaks in South America had raised

the number of cases in the Region to over 3000 in 1960. Even though greater

efforts for vaccination had been made, the total number of immunized persons,

as reported by the governments, was below the minimum level of security in

the Region as a whole,

El Salvador had been the eleventh country to be declared free of

Andes aegypti, increasing to more than 80 per cent. the area free of the

mosquito.

Mention had been made during the discassionsof the Second International

Conference on Live Polio Vaccine and the Expert Committee that followed it,
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as well as the significance of these two meetings. A study group on

Chagas'di,sease had net in March 1960, analysing the problem and suggesting

definite lines for the control of the disease and for research

In the field of leprosy, consultants had been appointed in Colombia,

Central America and Panama, and Mexico, who prepared plans for long -range

control programmes with the assistance of UNICEF. A consultant had made a

survey of Ecuador, Peru and Bolivia, and it was expected to start control

programmes in 1962. An agreement had been signed with the Government of

Argentina to start planned activities, and assistance given to the Government

of Brazil in the preparation of a plan to request drugs and vehicles from

UNICEF. In Paraguay, activities had continued as expected.

Tuberculosis had received special consideration affer the appointment

of the regional consultant. Advisory services had been provided to Mexico,

Cuba, Argentina, Colombia and Peru. In Argentina a prevalence survey had

been made by a team of the Organization in the El Chaco province : as to

integrate tuberculosis control activities into the overall health programme.

The yaws eradication programme had continued in Haiti, the Dominican

Republic and in the Caribbean area, the consolidation phase in Trinidad and

Tobago, There was a need for the incorporation of the programme into the

rural health services in order to maintain the results, The problem of the

"last yaws cases" in eradication campaigns reamined, as mentioned in the
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Report of the. Director- .Generalp

He would not go into details with regard to malaria, in view of the

.full analysis made by the Committee. He would only emphasize the data

given in the Report, which showed that in the Americas, during 1959, there

had been 53 251 000 people living in areas in the maintenance phase, while

this figure had been raised in 1960 to 54 365 000. In 1959, there had been

2 156 000, people living in areas in the consolidation phase) in 1960 there

had boon 10 010 000 under the same conditions. The total malarious area

of the Region contained a population of around 84 boo boo.

The Regionts work during 1960 had included 268 projects which, by 1962,

would increase to 281, following the same general programme as already

described. There were proposed 82 projects for communicable diseases,

162 for the strengthening of national health services, 33 for education

and training, and four for other activities. The staff would number 899,

indicating an increase of 16. Only two of those persons were destined for

the Regional Office, namely, an adviser on maternal and child health and

his secretary. The others would be engaged in technical field worms.: The

increase in the budget estimates would be 6 per cent, over those for 1961,

the total investment being some 13 million dollars,
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Dr GODBER (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland) expressed

his delegations appreciation to the Regional. Director and his staff, particularly

for the assistance given to the British overseas territories in the Caribbean area..

He had seen many of the projects there at first hand and had been impressed by

their quality and range, and above all by the co- operation shown. He emphasized

the value of the nursing education projects mentioned on pages 51.E and 101 of the

Director.- GeneralTs Report. The public health nurse played a vital part in

public health preventive services in that part of the world. The main difficulty

was the lack of sister tutors trained in public health nursing,, and their

provision would pay great dividends.

He referred to the malaria control programme in British Guiana Anópheles

darlingi had for some years been eradicated from the coastal area, and the

progress of the new project is collaboration with UNICEF and PASB would be

interesting to observe. The vector in the hinterland was more difficult to

eradicate than Anopheles darlingi and if the scheme proved successful it would

afford valuable scientific guidance.

Dr JAVIER (Honduras) congratulated the Regional Director on the report just

presented. Honduras had made tremendous efforts to improve the conditions of its

population,. and the democratic peace instituted by his Government in 1958 had

made possible the provision of water supplies to more than fiftY communities and

the improvement of all health services. The territory of La Mósquita was now

being reincorporated under the Government of Honduras. That territory was
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situated on the right bank of the River Segovia, which separated his country

from Nicaragua, and had been granted to the State of Honduras by arbitral award

by the King of Spain of 23 December 1906, confirmed by judgment of the -

International Court of Justice of 18 November 1960. Consequently the Government

of Honduras was preparing to extend its health services to cover the inhabitants

of that territory.

He thanked the Director -General for the technical and economic assistance

afforded to Honduras by the Organization, and expressed his Governmentts

gratitude to all the other organizations who had helped in that work,

Dr BRAVO (Chile) congratulated the Regional Director on a well balanced

programme, and noted that more than 50 per cent. of the projects were for

strengthening the basic public health services, Training of personnel played

a very important part in the programme, as did also the water supply projects

throughout the Region, The system of zone offices in the Region was of great

benefit in speeding up the solution of problems which would otherwise be greatly

delayed.

Dr ESCALONA REGUERA (Cuba) expressed his Governmentls gratitude for the

help and co- operation of the Organization and of the Regional Director in

particular. Public health work in his country had included. malaria eradication,

eradication of Ades aegypti, integration of public health services, environmental

sanitation, water supply, evaluation of the level of health, fellowships and

nursing (including the establishment of a national nursing school, while a

school of public health was also being planned). Cuba had received the continued

assistance of the Regional Office in its public health programmes throughout

the difficult period it had had to face,
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Dr AGUILAR (El Salvador) recalled that in 1949 the Second World Health

Assembly had first suggested the development of complete public health programmes

in demonstration areas, with the 0rganizationts technical assistance. Agreement

had been reached in 1951 to establish such an area in El Salvador, comprising

1000 square kilometres with 95 000 inhabitants and twelve municipalities, in

only four of which was any medical attention provided, and that for only

sixteen hours weekly. All twelve of those municipalities now had public health

units with adequate staff, whose duties included preventive, curative and

rehabilitation services. Sixty -nine local services had been provided, and four

additional hospitals were to be opened. Water supplies had been provided to the

rural population, and a special environmental sanitation division had been

established. Training had received great attention, and' a school had' been

set up in the demonstration area, whose programme had included seven courses

for inspectors, six for nurses and three for auxiliary personnel. From 1950 to

1953 most of the courses had been conducted by personnel provided by the

Organization, but during the past four years that work had been done by

national staff.

The total cost of the project had amounted to 2 600 000 dollars, of which

hiii0 had contributed 400 000 dollars, and the national committee was at

present carrying out an evaluation of the programme.

He expressed his Governmentxs appreciation to WHO and the other organizations

who had given assistance to his country.
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Dr GRUNAUER TOTEDO (Ecuador) thanked the Director- General and the Regional

Director for the Organization's helps particularly in the malaria erad; cation

programme and in the establishment of the national School of Nursing and the

Institute of Nutrition, and for the appointment of an adviser who had helped

in redesigning the national health service. The scope of the technical training

programme was at present rather limited. The Institute of Nutrition was

studying the production of protein mixtures as a food supplement and also the

enrichment of flour with minerals and vitamins. It also received assistance

from the Kellogg Foundation. The supply of drinking -water was an important

problem, and he hoped the Regional Office would give sympathetic consideration

to a request which was to be made for assistance in rural areas.

Dr PATINO (Colombia) associated himself with the thanks expressed to the

Director -General and the Regional Director. His country's Ministry of Health

had been reorganized in a manner Which would ensure the efficient functioning

of its programmes. Andes aegypti had been eradicated throughout the country,

and the next meeting of the Pan American Organization was awaited,, at which

a request would be made for Colombia to be declared officially cleared of the

vector of urban yellow fever.

The School of Public Health had increased its work in the training of both

medical and auxiliary personnel for the muncipal health centres, whose services

were fundamental to the organization of any country's public health programme.
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Dr COGGESHALL (United States of America) associated his delegation with

the thanks expressed to the Regional Director and his staff. His Government

was gratified by the continued growth and effectiveness of PAHO, and Congress

had provided a site for the new headquarters building, for which plans were

progressing rapidly.

Dr QUIROS (Peru) said that during the fifty-nine years of its existence the

Pan American Health Organization had adapted itself to meet the needs of the

Region, Owing to the vast extent of the Region the decentralization of

activities had been brought about by the setting up of zone offices empowered to

deal directly with governments, With the increase in their programmes, most

countries had appointed a co- ordinating officials who had come to be their

official representative, and that had in many cases led to a duplication of

effort, The majority of countries, moreover, preferred to deal directly with

headquarters, and considered the cost of 800 000 dollars a year for maintaining

the zone offices to be too high. During the past few years posts had remained

vacant, perhaps while a solution to the problem was being found. However the

situation was prejudicial to the proper functioning of the Organization.

With regard to the appointment of consultants,, which the Organization

usually engaged itself, he considered that it would be a better arrangement

for the governments concerned to draw up a list of its officials from which

selection could be made by the Organization on a basis of equitable geographica:

distributions
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Dr MARTINEZ MARCHETTI (Argentina) said that the Organizationts work had

made a great contribution to the promotion of health programmes at_nat.iona1 and

provincial levels Its services were of fundamental importance since those vast

programmes could not be carried out without assistance,

Dr. PEREZ (Nicaragua) congratulated the Regional Director on his excellent

report, and expressed his countryts thanks for the help given by the Organization,

and by the United States International Cooperation Administration and UNICEF0

Dr LAROCHE (Haiti) also joined in congratulat'; the Director-General

on his report, and expressed his Government=s satisfaction with the useful work

done by PAHO in the Region, "WHO's

developing national services for yaws control, malaria eradication anc technical

training of personnel in public health, and his Government hoped for further

co- operation in its future activities, which included a study- -an-.needs and resour.cc.:

to be undertaken by the National Committee for Health Planning, He believed

that that assistance would enable Haiti to achieve its objectives in the public

health programme,

Dr PADILLA (Guatemala) also congratulated the Director- Gen:.ral on his

Report, and thanked him and the Regional Office for the help given to his

country, particularly in the reorganization of its health services and of

its biological laboratory 3 ;e also expressed the appreciation of Guatemala for

the assistance given by the United States through ICA.
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Dr TORRES (Bolivia) said that his country had succeeded in eradicating

yellow fever and was now in the final stage of malaria eradication. The required

minimum of smallpox vaccinations had been carried out, a:tuberculosis programme

had been initiated, and work had continued on the programme for eradication of

yaws. That work could not have been done without the help of the Organization,

of UNICEF and of the United States Government, and he thanked them for their

assistance.

Dr QUINCE (Costa Rica) joined in thanking the Director -General and the

Regional Director for the Organizationls help. His Government was particularly

grateful for the technical help given in connexion with t;-.a r,3,lalla or flication

programme, the vaccination of children under ten years of age with attenuated

live polivirus vaccine, and the eradication of Aedes aegypti. It was also grateft,

for the assistance in setting up a national body to deal with water supply

systems, which would greatly further the advance of that programme.,

Dr HORWITZ, Regional Director for the Americas, replying to the discussions,

said that all the comments seemed to have one common denominator that was very

gratifying and stimulating. The delegate of the United Kingdom had referred to

the eradication of malaria in the coastal area of British Guiana. That was quite

true and now a programme was being organized to eradicate it in the interior by

the Pinotti method, using chloroquinated salt. It was expected that the

procedure would be successful, coping with the nomadic habits of the population

and at the same time showing in a relatively small area the benefits to be

obtained from the method.
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He referred to the comments of the delegate of Peru, saying that a study

was under way with regard to the zonal organization in. the Region. This study

had been requested at the last meeting of the Regional Committee; a report would

be ready for the next session,

Concerning the question of getting more consultants on a regional basis, he

said that, while Dr Quiroe proposal was being noted and considered, he would be

glad to receive suggestions from any delegate who knew of suitable candidates for

international health work,

Te.thanked all who had taken part in the discussion for their useful

contributions,, and expressed his particular gratitude to the staff of the

Regional Office.

The meeting rose at 5035 porn.


